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ABSTRACT

Nonconservative processes change the potential vorticity (PV) of the upper ocean and, later, through the

subduction of surface waters into the interior, affect the general ocean circulation. Here we focus on how

boundary layer turbulence, in the presence of submesoscale horizontal buoyancy gradients, generates a

source of potential vorticity at the ocean surface through a balance known as the turbulent thermal wind. This

source of PV injection at the submesoscale can be of similarmagnitude to PV fluxes from thewind and surface

buoyancy fluxes, and hence can lead to a net injection of PV onto outcropped isopycnals even during periods

of surface buoyancy loss. The significance of these dynamics is illustrated using a high-resolution realistic

model of the North Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water (Eighteen Degree Water), where it is demonstrated

that injection of PV at the submesoscale reduces the rate of mode water PV removal by a factor of ;2 and

shortens the annual period of mode water formation by ;3 weeks, relative to air–sea fluxes alone. Sub-

mesoscale processes thus provide a direct link between small-scale boundary layer turbulence and the gyre-

scale circulation, through their effect on mode water formation, with implications for understanding the

variability and biogeochemical properties of ocean mode waters globally.

1. Introduction

Submesoscale processes, characterized by horizontal

scales of 0.1–10km and Rossby and Richardson num-

bers ofO(1), modify the dynamics and properties of the

upper ocean in a wide range of fundamental ways (as

reviewed in Thomas et al. 2008; McWilliams 2016). In

this manuscript we focus on how boundary layer tur-

bulence at submesoscale buoyancy fronts results in a

nonadvective source of potential vorticity (PV) at the

ocean surface. The relevant dynamics can be understood

in the context of recent work on ageostrophic flows at

fronts, through a balance called the turbulent thermal

wind (TTW), a three-term balance between Coriolis

acceleration, the baroclinic pressure gradient force, and

the vertical momentum flux divergence (McWilliams

et al. 2015; Wenegrat and McPhaden 2016). The PV

fluxes that arise through the TTW circulation are en-

hanced at strong horizontal buoyancy fronts, typical of

the submesoscale, and, as demonstrated below, in some

cases may dominate both wind and surface buoyancy-

flux-driven PV fluxes. These dynamics thus provide a

direct link across spatial scales, whereby small-scale

boundary layer turbulence, in the presence of sub-

mesoscale fronts, can alter the potential vorticity, and

hence circulation, of the ocean gyres.

The broad significance of these processes is demon-

strated in the context of the seasonal cycle of subtropical

mode water formation in the North Atlantic. Ocean

mode waters are defined by their anomalously low PV,

and represent a key pathway for communicating a his-

tory of air–sea interaction into the ocean interior, ex-

porting heat and carbon, and influencing the gyre-scale
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circulation (Hanawa and Talley 2001; Bates et al. 2002;

Kwon and Riser 2004). The formation of ocean mode

waters is fairly well explained by air–sea buoyancy fluxes;

however, their seasonal destruction from late winter

through the fall is less thoroughly understood. It has been

hypothesized that mode water destruction involves tur-

bulent mixing in the ocean interior (Qiu et al. 2006;

Billheimer and Talley 2016), possibly influenced by

double diffusion (Wong and Johnson 2003; Tsuchiya and

Talley 1998). However, the more complex dynamics of

PV relative to temperature, salinity, and velocity raises

doubts that turbulent mixing unequivocally acts to de-

stroy mode waters. In particular, turbulent diffusion of

heat, salt, and momentum does not necessarily induce a

downgradient flux of PV (Thorpe and Rotunno 1989;

Keyser and Rotunno 1990) and therefore may not always

mix away minima in PV associated with mode waters.

Furthermore, following the impermeability theorem of

Haynes and McIntyre (1987), interior mixing processes

do not directly affect isopycnal PV budgets and hence

cannot change the volume-integrated PV anomalies as-

sociated with mode waters. The impermeability theorem

instead suggests that mode water destruction should in-

volve processes that inject high PV into the mode water

isopycnal layer at the ocean surface or bottom.

An important cause of surface PV flux is the air–sea

flux of buoyancy (Nurser and Marshall 1991). However,

analyses of the mode water seasonal cycle show that

surface buoyancy fluxes lead to a net removal of PV, and

hence the total mode water PV budget cannot be closed

based on air–sea fluxes alone (Maze and Marshall 2011;

Forget et al. 2011). A potential candidate for resolving

this conundrum comes from considering recent obser-

vational and numerical modeling work, which suggests

that the mode water formation regions are sites of active

submesoscale turbulence (Shcherbina et al. 2013; Gula

et al. 2014; Callies et al. 2015; McWilliams 2016). This

implies that mode waters, rather than being formed in

large, spatially homogeneous, outcropping regions, are

the cumulative result of formation, destruction, and

subduction over many small outcropping regions be-

tween submesoscale fronts, where frontal dynamics can

modify the surface flux of PV (Thomas and Ferrari

2008). Here we demonstrate how the TTW circulation

acts as a source of PV at submesoscale fronts, modifying

the seasonal cycle of mode water formation and de-

struction, and reducing the total annual mode water PV

removal by a factor of ;3, relative to the expectation

based on surface buoyancy fluxes alone. Surface TTW

PV fluxes in numerical models are also shown to be

highly resolution dependent, with important implica-

tions for accurate large-scale modeling of the interior

ocean circulation.

The manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2

we develop the theory of how the TTW circulation

generates a surface PV flux. Simple scalings for the TTW

PV flux are then derived and tested in idealized model

runs of frontal spindown (section 3). In section 4 these

ideas are applied to a realistic high-resolution model of

the North Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water (Eighteen

Degree Water), and it is demonstrated that these sub-

mesoscale processes are a leading-order term in the PV

budget. In section 5 we discuss the relation of these

nonconservative processes to adiabatic baroclinic mixed

layer instabilities and boundary layer restratification,

and major findings are summarized in section 6.

2. Theory

a. Potential vorticity

The Ertel PV is given by

q5v
a
� =b , (1)

where va 5 f k̂1=3 u is the absolute vorticity and

b52gr/ro is the buoyancy. It is possible to write a

conservation equation for q of the form (Marshall and

Nurser 1992)

›q

›t
1= � J5 0, (2)

where the ‘‘J vectors’’ are defined as

J5 uq|{z}
JA

2v
a
D|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

JD

1=b3F|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
JF

. (3)

The first term on the right-hand side of (3), JA, gives

the advection of PV. The second term gives the dia-

batic flux of PV, JD 52vaD, which arises from the

turbulent buoyancy flux divergence in the buoyancy

equation

D5
›b

›t
1 u � =b . (4)

The last term on the right-hand side of (3), JF 5=b3F,

arises from the turbulent momentum flux divergence in

the horizontal momentum equations

F5
›u

›t
1 u � =u1 1

r
=P1 f k̂3 u . (5)

The last two terms in (3) are therefore associated with

nonconservative processes, as discussed in detail below.

Of particular utility is that when (2) is volume in-

tegrated between two isopycnal surfaces, it reduces to
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›

›t

ð
q dV52

ð
JzF jz50

dA2

ð
JzDjz50

dA , (6)

where JzF and JzD denote the vertical component of the

frictional and diabatic terms from (3), respectively; and

it is assumed for simplicity that the isopycnal outcrops at

the surface but does not encounter topography. Physi-

cally, (6) states that the volume-integrated PV in an

isopycnal layer changes only in response to the non-

conservative fluxes integrated over the outcropping

surface area (denoted by A). Interior nonconservative

PV fluxes can be shown either to be oriented along

buoyancy surfaces or to exactly balance the rate of

movement of the buoyancy surfaces; hence, they do not

contribute to the volume-integrated PV budget, a result

known as the ‘‘impermeability theorem’’ (Haynes and

McIntyre 1987;McIntyre andNorton 1990). Thus, for an

outcropping mode water layer, the volume-integrated

PV can be changed only by surface fluxes, a result that

emphasizes that mixing processes outside the boundary

layer cannot be invoked to close the volume-integrated

mode water PV budget. Likewise, (6) continues to hold if

the volume integral is taken over a fixed volume where

fluxes of q disappear at the horizontal and bottom bound-

aries, or in idealized periodic domains, as for instance in the

idealized numerical model discussed in section 3.

While the impermeability theorem highlights the

unique role of boundary PV fluxes, an important point

to emphasize is that turbulent processes in the boundary

layer—but not necessarily directly at the surface—can

generate a surface flux of PV, and hence through (6)

modify the volume-integrated PV content of an iso-

pycnal layer. To see this, consider a simplified example,

where the horizontal buoyancy gradient and relative

vorticity are assumed to be vertically uniform in the

mixed layer. Assuming that turbulent mixing is domi-

nated by the vertical component, the nonconservative

terms can be written in the Reynolds-averaged frame-

work as F5 ›/›z(n›u/›z) and D5 ›B/›z, where n is

the combined turbulent and molecular viscosity, and

B represents the sum of both diffusive and nonlocal

turbulent fluxes of buoyancy. The total vertical non-

advective PV flux can then be written as

J
F
(z)1 J

D
(z)’

›

›z

�
2vz

aB1 fn
›u

›z
�
›u

g

›z

�
, (7)

where ug is the geostrophic component of the velocity,

and for notational clarity we have dropped the super-

script z from this and all remaining J vectors discussed in

this manuscript. This form highlights how the flux of

PV depends on both the magnitude and the vertical

structure of turbulent mixing, and we show below an

example of how this can allow processes occurring within

the boundary layer to modify the surface flux of PV.

In a well-mixed layer near the surface, which is ex-

pected to exist during times of surface buoyancy loss, the

vertical component of the PV flux will also be approxi-

mately vertically uniform (as shown using scaling argu-

ments in appendix A and from numerical results in

section 3b). Thus, by integrating (7) to the depth where

B5 0, denoted by h [which was termed the ‘‘convective’’

depth by Taylor and Ferrari (2010)], the vertically uni-

form PV flux near the surface can be written approxi-

mately as

J(z) ’
f

h
(B

o
1EBF1EBF

g
), for z.2h , (8)

where Bo is the surface buoyancy flux defined as posi-

tive upward, EBF5 (rf )21(tw 3 k̂) � =hb is the ‘‘Ekman

buoyancy flux’’ (Thomas and Lee 2005), tw is the surface

wind stress, and we have introduced

EBF
g
52n

›u

›z
�
›u

g

›z
j
z52h

, (9)

the ‘‘geostrophic Ekman buoyancy flux’’ (cf. Bachman

and Taylor 2016). Clearly the value of EBFg will depend

on h, which, based on both large-eddy and Reynolds-

averaged simulations, is expected at a front to often be

less than the full turbulent boundary layer depth, denoted

asH; that is, the turbulent mixing of momentum extends

deeper than the convective depth (see, e.g., Taylor and

Ferrari 2010; Thomas and Taylor 2010; section 3b).

However, we also call attention to the fact that the cur-

rent understanding of frontal effects on boundary layer

turbulence is incomplete, and no general prognostic for-

mulation currently exists for determining h (cf. Taylor

and Ferrari 2010). The formulation in (8) should there-

fore be understood as purely diagnostic, illustrating how

both surface buoyancy forcing and the divergence of the

turbulent mixing of momentum across the well-mixed

surface layer generates a surface flux of PV.

Extensive prior work has confirmed that EBF can

become a dominant term in both the surface buoyancy

and PV budgets at the strong horizontal buoyancy gra-

dients characteristic of the submesoscale (e.g., Thomas

and Lee 2005; Thomas and Ferrari 2008; D’Asaro et al.

2011). These strong fronts are however also associated

with large thermal wind shears, which implies EBFg will

also be enhanced through the mixing of geostrophic

momentum, that is, EBFg ’2(nj›ug/›zj2)z52h. Much of

the remainder of this manuscript will therefore focus on

quantifying the importance of EBFg at the submesoscale,

including determining a simple approximation that can be

used to estimate the associated PV flux without requiring
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knowledge of the turbulent viscosity or convective depth

(section 3), and providing an estimate of the contribution

of EBFg to the seasonal PV budget of the Eighteen De-

gree Water (section 4). However, before proceeding

further, it is useful to first discuss how the physical origin

of both EBF and EBFg can be understood in terms of the

cross-frontal advection of buoyancy, with important im-

plications for how the turbulent mixing of momentum

and buoyancy are coupled at a front.

b. Interpretation in terms of frontal dynamics

First, note that an alternate, physically intuitive ex-

pression for the total surface PV flux can be found using

the formulation of Marshall et al. (2001) [their (13)],

which can be rewritten as

J52vz
a

�
›b

›t
1 u

i
� =b

�
, (10)

where ui is the inviscid component of the flow—that is, not

associatedwith turbulentmomentummixing—that satisfies

u
i
5 u2

F3 k̂

vz
a

. (11)

The sign of the total PV flux will therefore be de-

termined by whether the surface buoyancy is increasing

or decreasing in time following the inviscid flow. Noting

that the last term on the right-hand side of (11) is similar

to an Ekman velocity ue modified by the flow relative

vorticity (cf. Wenegrat and Thomas 2017), the total

surface PV flux [(10)] can be rewritten approximately as

J’2f (D2 u
e
� =b) , (12)

in the limit of low Rossby number, highlighting the de-

pendence of the PV flux on the turbulent mixing of buoy-

ancy and the cross-frontal Ekman advection of buoyancy.

In this limit, the appropriate Ekman balance in the

presence of a front, where the geostrophic shear is

nonnegligible, is given by

f k̂3 u
e
5

›

›z

�
n

�
›u

e

›z
1

›u
g

›z

��
(13)

with surface boundary condition (Thompson 2000;

Thomas and Rhines 2002; Cronin and Kessler 2009)

rn

�
›u

e

›z
1
›u

g

›z

�
5 tw, at z5 0: (14)

Boundary layer turbulence thus couples the Ekman and

thermal wind equations, such that ageostrophic flow will

be generated at fronts by the turbulent mixing of

geostrophic momentum, even in the absence of surface

wind, as detailed in McWilliams et al. (2015) and

Wenegrat and McPhaden (2016).

The balance (13) is linear, hence the total cross-frontal

Ekman flow can be written as ue 5 uw
e 1 uTTW

e , with

separate contributions from the surface wind stress,

satisfying a classic Ekman balance, and a component

driven by the turbulent mixing of geostrophic momen-

tum, which we refer to as the TTW flow. Then, using (3),

(12), and (13), the vertical component of the surface PV

flux resulting from the turbulent mixing of momentum

can be approximated by

J
F
’ fuw

e � =
h
b|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

JWIND
F

1 fuTTW
e � =

h
b|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

JTTW
F

. (15)

The relative strength of the TTW and wind-driven PV

fluxes can be quantified as

g
F
5

uTTW
e

uw
e

’ 0:1
Hj=

h
bj

fu*
, (16)

where H is the turbulent boundary layer depth,

u*5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tw/r

p
is the friction velocity, and we have ap-

proximated the viscosity as n’ 0:1Hu* [for discussion

and validation of this scaling, see McWilliams (2017)].

For conditions representative of the wintertime mode

water formation regions gF ; 1 (assuming H; 300 m,

j=hbj; (2f )2 s22, u*; 0:02 m s21), suggesting the TTW

flow will play a leading-order role in the dynamics.

A detailed discussion of wind-driven PV fluxes can be

found in Thomas and Ferrari (2008). However, a point of

particular relevance here is that the surface wind stress

can alternately inject or remove PV, depending on the

alignment of the wind stress with the horizontal buoyancy

gradient. Thus, for a wind stress of large horizontal scale,

when JWIND
F is integrated over a region of horizontally

isotropic frontal features, it can be anticipated that al-

ternate injection and removal of PV by the wind stress

will largely cancel, as shown using high-resolution simu-

lations of the North Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water

formation region in section 4. In contrast, the TTW flow

forms a closed secondary circulation in the across-front

direction [as shown schematically in Fig. 1, and discussed

in Wenegrat and McPhaden (2016) and McWilliams

(2017)]. This circulation is thermally direct, with down-

gradient flow at the surface, which can be seen by not-

ing that the TTW transport in the Ekman layer goes

as UTTW
e ;2n=hb/(f

2)jz52de
, where de 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2n/f

p
is the

Ekman depth. Thus, unlike the wind-forced PV flux, the

TTW component of the PV flux is always of the sense to

inject PV at the surface, regardless of frontal orientation.
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The TTW circulation is also both restratifying and

frontogenetic (Thompson 2000;McWilliams et al. 2015),

as shown in Fig. 1. This leads to an evolution of the

buoyancy field, which in turn affects the efficiency of

both vertical and horizontal vertical mixing of buoyancy.

This is a critical point, as, through (12), it can be seen

that the total PV flux is determined by the difference

between the cross-frontal Ekman advection and the

turbulent mixing of buoyancy, which will itself be af-

fected by the frontal dynamics and hence may not scale

directly with the surface buoyancy flux. This issue is

complicated by the fact that, generally, determining the

balance between the rate of change, cross-frontal ad-

vection, and the turbulent of mixing of buoyancy is

intractable to analytical methods, as it will involve both

the nonlinear evolution of the buoyancy field caused

by TTW advection and the effects of the changes in

buoyancy on the resulting turbulence properties of the

boundary layer. However, a simplified analytical anal-

ysis of this coupling is provided in appendix B, using an

asymptotic expansion that assumes a thin Ekman layer

relative to the full turbulent boundary layer depth, a

limit that is consistent with the deep mixed layers found

in the mode water formation regions.

The results of that analysis are summarized schemat-

ically in Fig. 1. As discussed above, the geostrophic shear

in the turbulent boundary layer acts as a stress, driving a

sheared flow down the buoyancy gradient that would

tend to restratify the near-surface layer (Wenegrat and

McPhaden 2016; McWilliams 2017). This restratification

is however opposed by enhanced turbulent mixing of

buoyancy, which at leading order keeps the Ekman layer

unstratified and redistributes the advective buoyancy

anomaly over a well-mixed near-surface layer of depth

h. The net PV fluxes resulting from the TTW circulation

are thus still of the sense to inject PV (›b/›tjz50 . 0),

albeit at a rate reduced from that implied by the fric-

tional component alone [(15)]. Thus, in the limit that

de/H � 1, the total TTW PV flux, accounting for the

coupled interaction between cross-frontal advection and

turbulent mixing of buoyancy, can be written as

JTTWF 1 JTTWD ’ f
EBF

g

h
. (17)

FIG. 1. Schematic of the TTW circulation and associated PV fluxes, as discussed in section 2. (left) The basic

overturning circulation, where a horizontal buoyancy gradient (thin contours) generates a thermal wind shear, and in

the turbulent boundary layer, a TTW overturning circulation in the across-front plane (Wenegrat and McPhaden

2016). (top right) The physical origin of the associated PV fluxes, where the sheared cross-frontal flow is restratifying,

generates a positive buoyancy tendency at the surface (shown schematically by the shading). By (10), this indicates

a downward flux of PV at the surface, JTTWF , 0 [see also (15)]. (bottom right) However, during conditions of surface

buoyancy loss, or more generally when there exists a source of turbulence that maintains a well-mixed near-surface

layer, the restratifying tendency of the TTW circulation will be opposed by enhanced turbulent mixing of buoyancy.

Hence, for positive absolute vertical vorticity, the diabatic PVflux associatedwith theTTWcirculationwill be oriented

upward, JTTWD . 0, indicating removal of PV at the surface. The total surface PV flux as a result of these processes is of

the sense to increase the PV and is proportional to the geostrophic Ekman buoyancy flux distributed over the depth of

the thermal boundary layer [see (8), (17), and the discussion in section 2].
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Likewise, the same physical mechanisms giving rise to

the partial diabatic compensation of JTTWF will also hold

for the PV fluxes associated with JWIND
F . Thus, the total

wind-driven PV flux, including these diabatic effects,

should properly be approximated as

JWIND
F 1 JWIND

D ’ f
EBF

h
, (18)

which is reduced by a factor of de/h compared to the

common approach of considering only the frictional

component (i.e., JWIND
F ) and ignoring the effect of EBF

on the diabatic flux (cf. Thomas and Ferrari 2008).

The origin of the last two terms in (8) can thus be

understood physically as resulting from a coupled in-

teraction between the cross-frontal advection of buoy-

ancy, by the combined wind-driven and TTWflow, and a

partially compensating increase in the turbulent mixing

of buoyancy, which appears implicitly in (8) through

changes to the convective layer depth h. The term in

parentheses in (8) thus acts as an effective buoyancy flux

that determines the Lagrangian rate of change of the

surface buoyancy following the inviscid flow, consistent

with (10) (and Marshall et al. 2001).

c. Scalings for the PV flux

To develop a simplified scaling for the TTW component

of the PV flux, which can be evaluated without knowledge

of the viscosity and convective depth, we will consider the

case of no wind stress and a surface buoyancy loss. The

frictional TTW PV flux can then be approximated as

JTTWF ’2c
F
Hj=

h
bj2 , (19)

where the TTWvelocity is scaled as uTTW
e ; nj=hbj/(f 2de),

eddy viscosity as n;Hu*, the Ekman depth as de } u*/f ,

and cF is a positive coefficient yet to be determined.1

The diabatic component can be approximated as

J
D
’ fc

s

B
o

H|fflffl{zfflffl}
JBUOY
D

1 c
D
Hj=

h
bj2|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

JTTW
D

, (20)

which consists of a component resulting from surface

buoyancy fluxes JBUOY
D and a component resulting from

the geostrophic Ekman buoyancy flux JTTWD . Note that we

have assumed that the turbulent vertical buoyancy flux

divergence will remain similar, at least in some area-

integrated sense, to classic upright convection, such that

D’ (2Bo 2Bjz52H)/H. The entrainment flux at the base

of the turbulent boundary layer is then absorbed into a

constant coefficient, cs 5 1:2, appropriate for conditions

of surface buoyancy loss.2 The results of the following

section are insensitive to this particular choice; however,

it should be emphasized that it is not currently well un-

derstood how the classic one-dimensional conception of

boundary layer turbulence is modified by the presence

of a front (e.g., Taylor and Ferrari 2010; Bachman et al.

2017). We comment further on this in section 6.

The second term on the right-hand side reflects the

physics discussed above (and in appendix B), with the

expectation therefore that cF $ cD. The use of constant

coefficients can be seen, through (B28), to absorb a weak

dependence on the Ekman number. A useful non-

dimensional parameter can then be formed to quantify

the relative importance of EBFg to the surface buoyancy

flux in the total PV budget,

g
q
5
(c

F
2 c

D
)

c
s

H2j=
h
bj2

jfB
o
j . (21)

For the model runs considered in section 3c, we find

(cf 2 cd)/cs ; 0:04. When gq � 1 the abovementioned

scalings imply that the PV flux will be dominated by

TTW fluxes, such that the upper-ocean gains PV re-

gardless of the sign of the surface buoyancy flux. For

gq � 1, PV fluxes will be dominated by surface buoy-

ancy fluxes. We note also that gq is proportional to the

inverse of the S parameter introduced in Mahadevan

et al. (2012), although the physics captured here differ

from the principally adiabatic restratification effects

considered in that work (section 5).

3. Idealized numerical experiments

a. Configuration of experiments

To test these scalings, we run a suite of idealized nu-

merical experiments using the MITgcm (Marshall et al.

1997). The model is run in hydrostatic mode, for a

horizontally periodic domain extending 80km in the

alongfront (x) direction, 100 km in the across-front (y)

direction, and 300m in the vertical. The grid resolution

is a uniform 500m in the horizontal, with 50 stretched

1 In pure convective conditions, as considered in section 3, the

friction velocity u* is replaced by the convective velocity scale

w*5 (BoH)1/3 (Large et al. 1994).

2 Parameterization of entrainment fluxes is itself the subject of a

large body of literature (see, e.g., Kraus and Businger 1994;

Deremble andDewar 2012); however, the simple approachwe take

here is supported by both empirical and numerical results for pure

convective conditions (Large et al. 1994; Taylor and Ferrari 2010),

and further was found to give good agreement with numerical

model results in testing both simplified 1D models, as well as the

3D models discussed in section 3.
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vertical levels, giving a vertical resolution that ranges

from Dz5 3m at the surface to Dz5 15m at depth. For

simplicity we utilize a linear equation of state dependent

only on temperature; thus, b5 gaT, where g is the

gravitational acceleration, a is the thermal expansion

coefficient, and T is the temperature. Vertical mixing

is parameterized using the K-profile parameteriza-

tion (KPP; Large et al. 1994). This turbulence parame-

terization is chosen both for its physical basis in

boundary layer similarity theory and for its common

usage throughout ocean modeling.

The basic cross-frontal structure, and the initial

geostrophically balanced velocity field, are shown in

Fig. 2, and additional details of the model configuration

are given in appendix C. This idealized model config-

uration is used to test the scalings developed in section

2, by varying the initial horizontal buoyancy gradient

M2
o and the strength of the applied surface heat fluxQo

with parameters as given in Table 1. To isolate the

TTW effects, no surface wind stress is applied. Be-

fore discussing the results of the full parameter space, it

is useful to first consider the evolution of a single

model run.

b. Example model run

Snapshots of the temperature field for the model run

with initial conditionsM2
o 5 (2f )2 s22 andQo 5 25Wm22

provide a typical example of the frontal spindown pro-

cess (Fig. 3). For these parameters gq ; 1 such that both

EBFg and surface buoyancy fluxes are anticipated to

be of similar importance. Early in the run, mixed layer

instabilities (MLIs) develop with a horizontal wave-

number determined by the strength of the initial buoy-

ancy gradient and the initial mixed layer depth

(Boccaletti et al. 2007). By day 15, an inverse cascade of

energy leads to the development of frontal features with

larger horizontal scale (Fox-Kemper and Ferrari 2008)

and, importantly, strong frontogenesis occurs along the

edge of the instabilities (Boccaletti et al. 2007). This

frontogenesis leads to sharp horizontal buoyancy gra-

dients, an example of which can be seen in Fig. 3, day 15,

at the surface near x5 30 km, y5 50 km. These sharp

frontal features rapidly enhance both the frictional and

diabatic PV fluxes [(19) and (20), respectively] through

their nonlinear dependence on the horizontal buoy-

ancy gradient. Maximum domain-averaged horizon-

tal buoyancy gradients occur shortly after day 20

(Fig. 4), associated with shallow boundary layer depths

caused by frontal slumping. After day 25 the fronts are

spinning down, exhausting the initial reservoir of avail-

able potential energy, decreasing the horizontal buoy-

ancy gradients, and the boundary layer slowly deepens

as a result of the surface buoyancy loss.

A time-integrated PV budget for this model run,

Dq52

ðt
0

ð
J
F
dAdt2

ðt
0

ð
J
D
dAdt , (22)

is shown in Fig. 5, where Dq5
Ð
q(t) dV2

Ð
q(0) dV is the

cumulative change in PV integrated over the whole

model volume. For the first 25 days of the model run, Dq
is a small residual term from the approximate cancella-

tion between the frictional and diabatic fluxes. This is

particularly notable in that the classical assumption,

which ignores the frictional flux caused byTTWdynamics

and assumes that the diabatic flux term is dominated by

the surface buoyancy loss JBUOY
D , would predict a steady

removal of PV. However, here the sharp frontal fea-

tures that develop (as evidenced in the relative vorticity

field) inject PV, effectively offsetting the surface diabatic

FIG. 2. Basic initial cross-frontal structure, with contours of

buoyancy (black) and alongfront velocity (color). Velocity is nor-

malized byU5M2
oHo/f . Black triangles along the y axis denote the

gridcell centers.

TABLE 1. Parameters used for the idealized model discussed in

section 3.

Symbol Name Values

M2
o Initial maximum

horizontal buoyancy

gradient

f(1f )2, (2f )2, (4f )2, (6f )2g s22

Qo Surface heat flux f25, 100, 200gWm22

gq Ratio of JTTW and JBUOY
D

from initial conditions

[(21)]

1022–102

f Coriolis frequency 1024 s21

Ho Initial mixed layer depth 150m

N2
INT Interior stratification (64f )2 s22

Dx, Dy Horizontal grid spacing 500m

Dz Vertical grid spacing 3–15m

Lf Cross-frontal width 10 km

(Lx, Ly) Domain size (80 km, 100 km)
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removal of PV in the first half of the run. It is only later in

the run, following day 25, when the fronts have begun to

spin down (Fig. 4), that a cumulative PV loss develops as

result of the constant surface buoyancy loss.

The strong frictional PV injection, and enhanced

diabatic PV removal, associated with submesoscale

fronts can be seen clearly in a snapshot from day 16 of

the model run, shown in Fig. 6, with surface fluxes en-

hanced by two orders of magnitude over a scaling based

on the surface buoyancy flux alone, jfBo/Hoj. The total

PV flux at the surface is spatially inhomogeneous, but

because of the predominance of downward PV fluxes

at locations of strong horizontal buoyancy gradients,

the domain-averaged surface PV flux is oriented

downward, such that the volume-integrated PV is in-

creasing at this time. The reason for this can be seen in

considering composite vertical flux profiles, condition-

ally averaged over regions of weak [j=hbj, (6f )2] and

strong [j=hbj. (6f )2] fronts (Fig. 7).

Away from sharp fronts the flux terms in (7), 2B and

n›u/›z � ›ug/›z, form a combined profile that decreases

approximately linearly from the surface buoyancy flux

to zero at the base of the boundary layer (Fig. 7, top left).

This gives a profile of vertical PV flux that is uniform,

and positive, throughout much of the boundary layer,

reflecting the removal of PV at the surface. In contrast,

at the sharper fronts, both flux terms are enhanced by

approximately an order of magnitude, with similar par-

abolic vertical structures of opposing sign (Fig. 7, top

right). The enhancement of the turbulent momentum

flux term is due to frontogenesis associated with mixed

layer baroclinic instability, which increases the thermal

FIG. 3. Example evolution of the temperature field during frontal spindown forM2
o 5 (2f )2 s22 andQo 5 25Wm22

(gq ; 1). Gray contours of temperature are nonlinearly spaced so as to emphasize both deep and shallow variability.

Vectors in top-left plot indicate the initial geostrophically balanced surface velocity.
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wind shear, modifying the turbulent flux both directly

through changes in the geostrophic shear and through

increased turbulent momentum fluxes resulting from the

mixing of geostrophicmomentum. The combined profile

of 2B1 n›u/›z � ›ug/›z increases downward in the up-

per portion of the boundary layer, indicating a surface

flux of PV into the boundary layer. The weak PV flux

divergence over the upper half of the boundary layer

(Fig. 7, bottom right) and convergence in the lower half

of the boundary layer indicate how the destabilizing

surface buoyancy loss acts to keep the upper portion

of the boundary layer well mixed while PV accumulates

in the lower portion of the boundary layer (consistent

with the asymptotic analysis of appendix B).

As noted above, the cumulative effect of these sub-

mesoscale frontal processes on the PV budget will de-

pend on the relative efficiency factors appropriate for

scaling the frictional and diabatic removal, that is, cF and

cD in (19) and (20), respectively. These are evaluated

across all model runs in the following section.

FIG. 4. Domain-averaged turbulent boundary layer depthH and

normalized squared horizontal buoyancy gradient j=hbj2/f 4, aver-
aged over the boundary layer, for themodel run shown in Fig. 3 and

discussed in section 3b.

FIG. 5. (top) Surface vertical relative vorticity z5 k̂ � =3u, normalized by f. (bottom) Cumulative PV budget. All plots are for the same

simulation shown in Fig. 3.
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c. Comparison to theory

Parameter space is explored using 12 model runs,

formed as permutations of a set of four different values

for the strength of the initial horizontal buoyancy gra-

dient and a set of three values for the surface heat flux

(Table 1). Each run is free to evolve from the initial

conditions, and hence transient changes in the PV fluxes

form an important part of the overall solutions; how-

ever, a useful indication of the relative importance

of eddy versus surface effects for a model run is given by

gq [(21); Table 1] evaluated using the initial conditions,

values of which span four orders of magnitude.

Estimates of (19) and (20) are calculated at each grid

point for every output time step, and then averaged in

space. The values of the efficiency factors are then found

through linear regression with the J vectors calculated

directly from the model output (appendix C). For JD the

regression is performed between the scaling estimate

and JNUM
D 2 JBUOY

D , that is, the difference between the

model diabatic PV flux and the estimate based on the

surface boyancy flux scaling alone. As shown in Fig. 8,

the simplified scalings very accurately reproduce the

model PV fluxes across parameter space, with best-fit

efficiency factors of cF 5 0:2, and cD 5 0:15. The total PV

flux as a result of the geostrophic Ekman buoyancy flux

is therefore approximately

J
TTW

5 JTTWF 1 JTTWD ’20:05Hj=
h
bj2 . (23)

The success of the constant coefficient scalings in fitting

the model results across all of parameter space implies

that the results of appendix B, which were derived under

an assumption of a thin Ekman layer, holds even for cases

where de/H is not necessarily small. Additional model

runs were also performed using Ho 5 25 m, where de/H

would presumably be larger, and were found to give

similar results (not shown). Likewise, the dependence of

the total PV flux on the time-varying ratio de/h, indicated

in the analysis of appendix B, appears to be of secondary

importance in the domain-integrated PV budgets. This is

not to say that this ratio remains constant, and inspection

of the evolution of individual model runs suggests that

this ratio varies spatially and temporally, reflecting the

evolution of the frontal spindown process. Rather, in the

volume-integrated PV budget, constant coefficients suf-

fice to explain the area-integrated surface PV fluxes.

Some caution is thus warranted in extrapolating these

coefficients to a single submesoscale front or in conditions

that differ greatly from those considered here, although

these results, and the analysis of section 2 and appendixB,

suggests a general expectation that the TTW circulation

is a source of PV, that is, cF $ cD.

d. Isopycnal PV budget

Before considering a realistic model of the North

Atlantic in section 4, it is useful to consider an isopycnal

layer PV budget in the idealized domain to illustrate

FIG. 6. Snapshot of the near-surface temperature and vertical PV fluxes, from day 16 of the example model run discussed in section 3b

[with M2
o 5 (2f )2 s22, Qo 5 25 Wm22, gq ; 1]. All J vectors are normalized by the surface buoyancy PV flux scaling jfBo/Hoj.
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how these processes may affect the mode water PV

budget during the seasonal transition from winter to

spring. To do this we run the same idealized model con-

figuration [with M2
o 5 (4f )2 s22] with a surface buoyancy

loss that decreases linearly with time (Fig. 9), mimicking

the winter to spring transition in surface heat flux.

A PV budget is taken over an isopycnal layer, which

for illustration of the mode water problem can be con-

sidered as spanning 178–198C. At the beginning of the

run, the isopycnal layer outcrops on the northern side of

the domain (Fig. 9); later, despite the surface buoyancy

loss, MLIs restratify the surface layer. By day 15 the

isopycnal is almost completely capped, isolating it from

further PV changes resulting from surface fluxes.

FIG. 7. Composite vertical profiles, conditionally averaged over regions of (left) weak horizontal buoyancy

gradients and (right) strong horizontal buoyancy gradients, over 61 inertial period centered at day 16 of the

simulation discussed in section 3b, as shown in Fig. 6. To form these composites, individual profiles are first in-

terpolated to a vertical coordinate that is normalized by the local (in space and time)KPP boundary layer depth and

then averaged using the 5% trimmedmean to exclude outliers. In the top row, the value of the surface buoyancy flux

Bo is indicated by the 3 symbol.
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Considering the cumulative PV budget for this iso-

pycnal layer, it can be seen that between days 7 and 15

there is a rapid frictional injection of PV into the

layer, leading to Dq. 0. The significance of this can be

seen in comparison with the PV loss as a result of the

surface buoyancy flux alone (Fig. 9, dashed line),

which is of the opposite sign and smaller in magni-

tude. This idealized configuration thus shows that

outcropping fronts can become sufficiently sharp,

sufficiently early in the spindown process, to allow

isopycnal layers to accumulate a significant gain of PV

before the layer is subducted as a result of the eddy-

driven restratification. Understanding these effects in

the context of a realistic ocean model of the North

Atlantic mode water formation region is the focus of

the following section.

4. Realistic model of the North Atlantic
Subtropical Mode Water

In this section we evaluate the impact of submesoscale

processes in the seasonal PV budget of the North

Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water, or Eighteen Degree

Water (EDW), using a realistic, submesoscale permit-

ting, model of the Gulf Stream region. The model is

implemented using the Regional Ocean Modeling Sys-

tem (ROMS; Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005), with

configuration details described at length in earlier

works such as Gula et al. (2014, 2015). We consider a

large region of the northwest Atlantic, run at 1.5-km

horizontal resolution, with boundary conditions pro-

vided by nesting from a larger domain run at ;5-km

resolution (Fig. 10). Surface forcing is provided by

climatological heat flux, evaporation and precipitation,

and surface wind stress constructed from climatology

plus daily winds with variance close to climatologi-

cal values (see Gula et al. 2015). The use of climato-

logical forcing excludes the possible importance of

air–sea feedbacks, although a correction term of

30Wm22 8C21 is applied to the surface heat flux based on

the difference between the modeled SST and the clima-

tological SST. The model is run for 16 months, and we

analyze the mode water formation season over the last

12months. Given the single realization of the annual cycle,

and the other limitations mentioned above, the results of

this section are best treated as providing an extension of

the findings of section 3 to a model with more complete

and realistic physics, rather than a definitive exploration of

the importance of these processes for the EDW water in

particular (see, e.g., Maze et al. 2013).

A section through the domain is shown in Fig. 11,

showing the thick EDW layer south of the Gulf Stream

front. The mode water appears as a distinct peak in

the density distribution, centered at 1026.1 kgm23,

slightly lighter than observed values near 1026.4 kgm23

(McCartney 1982), and hence for this analysis we

FIG. 8. Comparison of theoretical scalings (y axes) and model output (x axes) for the 12 model runs discussed in section 3c (Table 1).

Daily averaged values are plotted for visual clarity, with initial conditions for each run indicated by a combination of marker color and

shape (legend). The correlation coefficients for the 2-h output fields are given above each plot. The 1–1 line is indicated by a solid black line

in each plot, and the dashed black lines indicate agreement to within a factor of 2.
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define the mode water layer using a density criteria of r5
1026:16 0:2 kgm23. The contribution of surface buoy-

ancy fluxes, wind-driven fluxes, and the TTW flux [(23)] to

the annual mode water budget are evaluated from scalings

and shown in Fig. 12. These contributions are calculated

following J(x, y)5 1/T
Ð T
0
J(x, y, t)G(x, y, t) dt, whereT5

1 yr and

G(x, y, t)5

(
1, 1025:9 kgm23 # rj

z50
# 1026:3 kgm23

0, otherwise.

(24)

Surface buoyancy fluxes generally remove PV, except

for a region in the northernGulf Stream, associated with

surface warming of subpolar gyre water. The net flux of

PV as a result of JTTW, evaluated using the approxima-

tion (23), is of comparable magnitude to the surface

buoyancy PV fluxes, suggesting the importance of

these processes in the annual mode water PV budget.

The wind-driven flux of PV is strongest along the Gulf

Stream front but is largely compensated between in-

jection and removal, consistent with the analysis of a

more coarsely resolved ocean state estimate by Maze

and Marshall (2011).

The seasonal budget of the mode water volume-

integrated PV is calculated over a subdomain (in-

dicated in top-left panel of Fig. 12), encompassing the

regions of the largest surface fluxes, shown in Fig. 13.

The mode water outcrops in this domain in early

November, with PV being removed until March, fol-

lowed by a brief period of PV injection until the mode

water is subducted in May. The scalings developed in

section 3 follow the modeled changes in PV closely,

indicating that the reduction of PV loss in the model

can be attributed to PV injection by TTW circulations.

Notably, the rate of wintertime PV removal is reduced

by approximately 50%, and the formation season

shortened by approximately 3 weeks, relative to the

expectation from surface fluxes alone. The cumulative

PV budget (Fig. 13, bottom) indicates that there is a net

loss of mode water PV in this subdomain, although the

total PV loss is only approximately 30% of the loss that

would be expected based on surface buoyancy fluxes

alone. These findings are consistent with the results of

Lévy et al. (2010), who observed an increase in strati-

fication of themode water in an idealized gyre when the

submesoscale was resolved. Likewise, while volume-

integrated PV does not uniquely determine the mode

FIG. 9. Example isopycnal layer PV budget as discussed in section 3d. (top) Bounding isosurfaces (T5 178C and T5 198C, in gray) and

the surface temperature field (color scale). (middle) Time-varying surface heat flux. (bottom) Cumulative change in the isopycnal-layer

PV with components indicated in the legend.
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water volume (Deremble et al. 2014), the reduction of

mode water PV loss relative to surface fluxes echoes

observational analyses that find the volume of sub-

ducted mode water is greatly reduced from that formed

by surface fluxes (Kelly and Dong 2013).

The volume-integrated PV varies by a factor of 2

over the seasonal cycle, with a seasonal minimum in

late February. After this seasonal minimum, advective

fluxes through the edges of the subdomain replenish

the volume-integrated mode water PV, and the final

cumulative loss of PV through the surface is balanced

entirely by the cumulative advective fluxes. This is

consistent with the analysis of Deremble and Dewar

(2013); however, here the cumulative nonconservative

PV loss is 30% of the average mode water PV in the

model domain, indicating a renewal time scale of only

;3 years, as opposed to the ;100-yr time scale they

find. These differences may be partly due to Deremble

and Dewar (2013) considering annually averaged PV,

excluding the seasonal cycle of mode water PV crea-

tion and destruction, over a control volume that en-

compassed less of the formation region than the

domain considered here (Fig. 10). A full comparison

between our results and prior work on the relationship

between mode water PV and volume would be con-

founded by differences in model resolution, our single

realization of an annual cycle, and our model domain

covering an incomplete portion of the total mode wa-

ter volume. However, the results of our analysis sug-

gest that surface PV fluxes may induce large seasonal

variability of the mode water PV and lead to a cumu-

lative annual PV flux that represents a significant

portion of the total mode water PV. Submesoscale

processes greatly modify these surface PV fluxes and

hence may exert a strong control on the gyre-scale

circulation through their effects on the mode water

PV budget.

One of the implications of the above analysis, and

(23), is that the potential vorticity budget of the mode

water in numerical models will be strongly dependent

on the strength of the resolved surface buoyancy

fronts. An example of the effect of decreased resolu-

tion can be found by averaging the model fields to a

10.5-km grid, equivalent to the resolution of what

would currently be considered a very high-resolution

global ocean model, and then recalculating the PV

FIG. 10. Temperature at 400-m depth in the parent simulation of the North Atlantic (color

scale). The domain of the 1.5-km run is indicated in green. The heavy black line indicates the

178C contour, often treated as the lower boundary of the EDW.

FIG. 11. Snapshot of the wintertime density field in the 1.5-km

model run along the section indicated in Fig. 12. The isopycnal

layer used here to define the mode water is outlined with a heavy

black line.
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fluxes from the scalings. Figure 14 shows JBUOY
D and

JTTW calculated using 1.5- and 10.5-km fields. The

surface PV flux JBUOY
D is essentially unchanged be-

tween the two resolutions, and the area-integrated PV

flux in the low-resolution (LR) case is essentially

identical to the high-resolution (HR) model, reflecting

the large scales of the atmospheric forcing. A caveat to

this result is that averaging the high-resolution run does

not capture the effect of resolution on the mean mixed

layer depth, a mechanism that would be expected to

somewhat reduce JBUOY
D at low resolution. The PV in-

jection as a result of TTW dynamics is, however, strongly

dependent on resolution, and only 2% of the TTW PV

flux is captured at 10.5km. This suggests that numerical

models that do not resolve these submesoscale processes

may accurately reproduce the surface removal of PV

caused by air–sea fluxes but will miss an important sub-

mesoscale source of PV, with direct implications for the PV

distribution in the gyre interiors, and hence the resulting

gyre circulations. Likewise, we note that the 1.5-km-reso-

lutiondomainusedhere ismost properly consideredonly as

submesoscale permitting and thus likely provides only a

lower bound on the importance of submesoscale PV fluxes.

5. Turbulent thermal wind restratification

One of the principal topics driving interest in the

ocean submesoscale is the tendency of submesoscale

processes to restratify the near surface, and it is now

widely recognized that submesoscale restratification

is likely important to a wide range of physical, and

biogeochemical, processes. As such, important steps

have been taken toward parameterizing the effects

of these processes within models that do not explicitly

resolve the relevant length scales (Fox-Kemper and

Ferrari 2008; Fox-Kemper et al. 2008, 2011; Bachman

et al. 2017). The theory developed in section 2, and

tested in section 3, suggests that, beyond submesoscale

instabilities, turbulent nonconservative processes

at the submesoscale likely also modify the bound-

ary layer in critical ways. This is further supported

by application of these ideas to a high-resolution

FIG. 12. Annual averaged surface fields from the 1.5-km run. The J vectors are evaluated from the scalings

given in the text and are multiplied by21 to indicate the sign of their tendency to change PV. Annual averages

are calculated over the time-varying mode water outcropping, as discussed in section 4. (top left) Surface

temperature, (bottom left) JTTW is defined in (23), (bottom right) JWIND is approximated as JWIND ’ fEBF/H,

and (top right) JBUOY
D is defined in (20). In each plot the thin contours indicate the annual average surface

temperature field. In the top-left plot, the thin solid line indicates the section used in Fig. 11 and the dashed

box indicates the domain used for Fig. 13.
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submesoscale-resolving simulation of the mode water

formation region in the North Atlantic (section 4).

Notably, (10) and (23) together imply that the re-

stratification associated with the TTW flow might be con-

sidered in terms of an effective buoyancy flux

EBFg ’20:05H2j=hbj2/jf j, similar to the scaling for

the adiabatic buoyancy flux resulting from mixed layer

instabilities from Fox-Kemper and Ferrari (2008).

However, some caution is warranted in the direct com-

parison between the effect of these two processes on

boundary layer restratification, as when averaged over

the full boundary layer depth, the vertical structure of

the MLI overturning circulation leads to dN2
MLI/dt’

0:6(=hb)
2/jf j. In contrast, the full TTW overturning cir-

culation will be a function of the vertical and horizontal

structure of the eddy viscosity and horizontal buoyancy

gradient, as discussed in Wenegrat and McPhaden

(2016). A simple estimate however comes from as-

suming vertically uniform n and =hb, in which case

dN2
TTW/dt; 0:1j=hbj2/jf j, implying restratification over

the full boundary layer should be largely dominated

by MLIs.

A more complete way of comparing the different

processes leading to restratification is given by (Lapeyre

et al. 2006)

›N2

›t
52

1

fH

›hzbi
›t

jz5zt
z5zb|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

FRONT

1 hwqijz5zt
z5zb|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ADV

1 hJ
F
ijz5zt
z5zb

1 hJ
D
ijz5zt
z5zb|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

JNC

0
BB@

1
CCA , (25)

where N2 5 hb(z5 zt)2 b(z5 zb)i/H is the bulk strati-

fication,H defines the distance between two depth levels

zt and zb, z is the relative vorticity, and the bracket no-

tation indicates horizontal averaging. As discussed in

Thomas and Ferrari (2008), terms on the right-hand side

arise from the secondary circulations associated with

surface frontogenesis (FRONT), vertical advection of

potential vorticity (ADV), and nonconservative J vec-

tors (JNC). As a first approximation, the first two terms

can be identified with adiabatic instabilities, or other

sources of secondary circulations (McWilliams 2017),

which cause frontogenesis and advect high PV water

from the thermocline into the boundary layer. The last

terms can then be identified with nonconservative pro-

cesses associated with boundary layer turbulence.

Plots of these quantities are shown in Fig. 15, for the

model run discussed in section 3b. In the upper 75m it can

be seen that restratification is driven by a combination of

both FRONT and JNC, with the periods of the largest

rates of restratification (e.g., day ;16) dominated by

nonconservative processes. In contrast, over the upper

150m, the initial mixed layer depth, restratification is

dominated by ADV, associated with baroclinic in-

stabilities lifting high PVwater from the thermocline into

the boundary layer. Although JNC is near zero for the

first ;20 days, it should be noted that this term includes

the effect of the constant surface buoyancy loss, which, if

not offset by EBFg, would lead to significant destratifi-

cation, as evident after day 35 (Fig. 15, bottom). The

various processes dominating restratification during

frontal spindown thus vary in time, and vertical position,

with evidence that frictional restratification may be of

leading-order importance near the surface.

Beyond the implications for restratification, the TTW

circulations are also associated with significant PV

fluxes (sections 3 and 4), which differ from adiabatic

overturning circulations, which rearrange but do not

change the volume-integrated PV. These processes are,

however, closely coupled, as frontogenesis during the

baroclinic instability process enhances the TTWPVflux,

FIG. 13. Seasonal PV budget for the subdomain indicated in Fig. 12.

(top) The rate of change, with Model[ ›/›t
Ð
q dV1

Ð
uq � ndS, i.e.,

the rate of change of PV in the isopycnal layer after accounting for

advective fluxes through the edges of the subdomain (denoted

by S). The total approximation to the right-hand side of the PV

equation is given by Scalings[2
Ð
(JBUOY

D 1 JTTW 1 JWIND)dA, de-

fined as in Fig. 12. (bottom) The time-integrated change in PV�
Model[Dq1

Ð Ð
uq � n dS dt

	
.
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in turn providing a boundary source of PV for the eddy

equilibration process (Nakamura 1994).Models that do not

resolve the submesoscale are thus likely to overestimate the

net surface PV removal, with far-reaching implications,

including for the seasonal cycle of mode water formation

and destruction, as shown in section 4. Given the strong

constraint PV provides on the general circulation, param-

eterization of these processes may be at least as important

as parameterizing the restratifying effects of adiabatic

submesoscale baroclinic instabilities. Implementation of a

parameterization for the nonconservative effects discussed

here would be simplified by the fact that the surface TTW

flow is always down the buoyancy gradient, hence of the

sense to inject PV, unlike wind-driven PV fluxes [(18)],

which have a directional dependence, and hence require

resolved submesoscale fronts.

6. Summary

In this manuscript we considered the flux of potential

vorticity at the ocean surface and the importance of

submesoscale processes in the surface boundary layer.

Particular focus was given to the PV flux associated with

the turbulent thermal wind, whereby boundary layer

turbulence at a horizontal buoyancy gradient generates

an ageostrophic cross-frontal circulation, leading to a

downgradient flux of buoyancy, the geostrophic Ekman

buoyancy flux [(9)]. The TTWflow thus leads to a source

of PV at the ocean surface JTTW, given by (17). Scaling

arguments, developed in section 2, and validated in

section 3, suggest that at the submesoscale JTTW can be

of comparable magnitude to PV fluxes from the surface

wind stress and surface buoyancy fluxes.

The frictional and diabatic PV fluxes are also shown to

be coupled, with enhanced frictional PV fluxes largely

offset by enhanced diabatic fluxes. This coupling be-

tween nonconservative terms in the momentum and

buoyancy equations is consistent with realistic model-

ing studies that have noted that enhanced resolution

of submesoscale processes does not always result in

enhanced boundary layer restratification, as vertical

buoyancy fluxes are partially compensated for by

enhanced turbulent mixing (Capet et al. 2008). In

appendix B we show this coupling of nonconservative

PV fluxes formally using an asymptotic expansion, the

results of which suggest that jJTTWF j$ jJTTWD j; hence,
the TTW balance is always a source of PV at the

surface. Idealized modeling supports this analysis and

validates simple scalings for the PV flux, which can be

evaluated using observational data.

FIG. 14. Comparison of (left) surface buoyancy PV flux and (right) TTW PV flux evaluated (top) at high

resolution (HR) and (bottom) using fields smoothed to lower resolution (LR). The ratio of the area-integrated

scalings is indicated in the bottom plots.
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Applying these scalings to a realistic model of the

North Atlantic suggests that JTTW may be a leading-

order term in the PV budget of the Eighteen Degree

Water, not accounted for in prior analyses using obser-

vations or lower-resolution numerical models. In the

model, submesoscale processes reduce the rate of PV

removal from the mode water by a factor of ;2 and

shorten the formation season by approximately 3 weeks,

leading to a cumulative seasonal change in mode water

PV that is only ;30% of that expected from surface

buoyancy fluxes alone. The analysis here, performed at

1.5-km resolution, likely provides a lower bound on the

importance of submesoscale PV fluxes on the mode

water PV budget. Likewise, deep mixed layers and

strong horizontal buoyancy gradients predominate in

mode water formation regions globally, and hence the

conclusions drawn here regarding the importance of

submesoscale processes in relation to the North Atlantic

subtropical mode waters are potentially relevant to

mode waters globally.

These findings thus serve to emphasize the role of the

submesoscale in providing a direct connection between

turbulence in the boundary layer and the properties of the

gyre interior. Here we have focused on the modifications

to the volume-integrated mode water PV, which has

consequences for the dynamics of the gyre-scale circula-

tion through changes in the distribution, variability, and

mixing of interior PV (Qiu et al. 2007). Important mod-

ifications to other physical and biogeochemical properties

of themodewater by these processes are also anticipated.

For example, in simulations of an idealized ocean gyre,

Lévy et al. (2010) noted an increase in stratification of the

mode water layer and a decrease of meridional heat

transport when the submesoscalewas resolved. The effect

of these changes on biological productivity, and carbon

export, will involve local changes to productivity in the

boundary layer (Lévy et al. 2012a), gyre-scale responses

to thermocline and nutricline depths (Lévy et al. 2012b),

and preconditioning of the western boundary current

source waters (Iudicone et al. 2016).

An important potential limitation to the generality of

these findings arises from uncertainty in the properties

of boundary layer turbulence at frontal systems, which

will alter the effect of surface buoyancy forcing and

EBFg on the surface PV flux. For instance, using (7), it

is evident that the two right-hand-side terms are di-

rectly related to the buoyancy production of turbulent

kinetic energy and the geostrophic shear production of

FIG. 15. Bulk stratification budget, as given by (25) and discussed in section 5, for themodel

run discussed in section 3b [M2
o 5 (2f )2 s22,Qo 5 25Wm22]. Budget evaluated over the (top)

upper 75 and (bottom) upper 150m.
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turbulent kinetic energy, respectively. Large-eddy sim-

ulations suggest that, under conditions of steady buoy-

ancy loss conducive to the maintenance of forced

symmetric instability, these terms may adjust such that,

through (8), JF(0)1 JD(0)’ fBo/H (Taylor and Ferrari

2010; Bachman et al. 2017). This implies that, at least

under particular dynamical conditions, changes to the

structure of the vertical buoyancy flux and geostrophic

shear production may lead to a total surface PV flux that

is unchanged from classic upright convection. This type

of behavior is evidently being captured to some degree

by KPP (e.g., Fig. 7, left column); however, in these

simulations PV injection at sharp fronts still dominates

the area-integrated PV flux signal (see also Skyllingstad

et al. 2017; Sullivan and McWilliams 2018). More gen-

erally, (7) reveals a direct link between the energetics of

boundary layer turbulence and the surface flux of PV,

providing a pathway for multiscale interaction and em-

phasizing the importance of improved understanding of

how fronts modify boundary layer turbulence.

Finally, while adiabatic restratification by submesoscale

baroclinic instabilities has been the subject of extensive

work (Fox-Kemper et al. 2008; Fox-Kemper and Ferrari

2008; Fox-Kemper et al. 2011), nonconservative processes

have received less attention. Here we show that boundary

layer turbulence at submesoscale fronts can dominate the

restratification of the near-surface layer (Fig. 15) and

further lead to significant PV fluxes, crucial for setting

the interior circulation. These frictional fluxes are not in-

dependent of the adiabatic baroclinic instabilities, but

rather they are intertwined with the baroclinic instability

process, being intensified by MLI frontogenesis, and in

turn affecting the eddy life cycle by changing the PV of

the boundary layer (Nakamura 1994). The PV source,

and restratification, from the TTW circulation will be

largely absent in coarsely resolved models, leading to a

deficit of PV in the ocean interior.
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APPENDIX A

PV Flux Near the Surface

In section 2 the importance of the surface flux of PV

was highlighted in light of the impermeability theorem

[(6)]. However, a fundamental issue of concern is that

the PV equation is higher order in spatial derivatives

than the Navier–Stokes, indicating the potential diffi-

culty of properly defining J(0), as required if the volume

integral in (6) is taken directly to the ocean surface. One

potential strategy for introducing a surface boundary

condition on the PV flux is the use of a singular delta

sheet of boundary potential vorticity, as suggested by

Schneider et al. (2003); however, this may not com-

pletely ameliorate issues related to the definition of J(0).

For example, if the turbulent stress follows Monin–

Obukhov similarity theory, then near the surface n›u/›z

is independent of z and F5 0, implying that JF(0)/ 0

as z/ 0. This suggests that the flux of PV at the surface

will instead be governed by the departures fromMonin–

Obukhov similarity theory, and hence it will be sensitive

to how the viscosity profile is regularized at the bound-

ary. Introducing a small finite background viscosity/

diffusivity may be necessary for JF(0) 6¼ 0, much as mo-

lecular viscosity effects are critical for the transfer of

momentum and buoyancy fluxes within a very thin inner

layer near the sea surface.

A simplifying result, relevant to the present in-

vestigation, can however be found under the assumption

that some portion of the near-surface layer remains

well mixed in buoyancy. In this case, the vertical PV flux

will be approximately uniform over this layer, allowing

for evaluation of the PV flux at some finite distance

from the boundary, or as a vertically averaged quantity

[as in (8)]. To see this, note that the PV flux near the

surface can be written as

J(z)5 J(0)2

ð0
z

›J

›z
dz . (A1)

Using (10), and assuming the horizontal buoyancy gra-

dient is in the x direction, the last term can be written as

ð0
z

›J

›z
52

ð0
z

�
vz
a

›u
i

›z

›b

›x
1vz

a

›

›z
w
›b

›z
2

›wq

›z

�
dz , (A2)

where the vertical integration is understood to be taken

over the well-mixed portion of the surface boundary

layer, such that ›2b/›t›z5 0. The relative contribution

of terms on the right-hand side of (A1) can then be

determined by employing representative scales x;L,

z;h, t; f21, ui ;RoU, wi ;RoUH/L, b;b, and by

assuming that vertical derivatives scale with H. The

scaling for the velocity comes from assuming balanced

dynamics and noting that to leading order in Rossby

number, Ro5U/fL, the inviscid flow is in thermal wind

balance, that is, aligned along buoyancy contours; hence,

the sheared cross-frontal velocity enters atO(Ro). Next,

scaling each term in (A2) relative to the surface PV flux,
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which by (10) goes as J(0); f›b/›t; f 2b, gives that all

terms in(A2)areO(Ro2h/H).Thus, forRo2 � 1,orh/H � 1,

the vertical PV flux will be approximately constant over

the well-mixed portion of the boundary layer,

J(z)’ J(0) , for z.2h . (A3)

A similar result was found in the low Rossby number

limit by Marshall and Nurser (1992) and in the case of

resolved turbulent fluxes by Taylor and Ferrari (2010).

It is also useful to note that since wq5 0 at z5 0, it

also follows directly from the abovementioned scaling

arguments that the total near-surface PV flux will be

dominated by the nonadvective component of the flux.

Vertically integrating the nonadvective PV flux can thus

be used to express the surface flux in terms of averaged

quantities, as in (8).

APPENDIX B

Asymptotic Analysis of TTW PV Fluxes

As discussed in section 2, the TTW circulation is re-

stratifying, and hence is expected, through (8) and (10),

to lead to a net downward flux of PV at the surface. The

magnitude of the total TTWPV flux will however be the

residual of partial cancellation between the frictional

PV injection (through TTW advection of the horizontal

buoyancy gradient) and the diabatic PV removal as a

result of the turbulent mixing of buoyancy. In this ap-

pendix we provide an asymptotic analysis of an idealized

frontal configuration, to illustrate the coupling between

across-front advection and turbulent mixing, explaining

the scalings used in (19) and (20).

Wewill focus the asymptotic analysis on the upper limb

of the TTW circulation, which allows considerable sim-

plification of the problem, isolating the essential dynam-

ics. This approximation is also consistent with numerical

solutions of idealized TTW problems, which show that

theTTWcirculationwill initially tilt a finite-width front in

the horizontal, offsetting spatially the upper and lower

limbs of the secondary circulation. At the end of the

appendix, the full overturning circulation is considered

using numerical solutions. We therefore first consider

an idealized front with a vertically and horizontally

uniform horizontal buoyancy gradient in the x direction,

and no variations in the y direction. We ignore hori-

zontal mixing (kh/k � L2/H2), and assume that the

viscosity n and diffusivity k are constants. Variables

are nondimensionalized as (u, y)5U(u0, y0), z5Hz0,
x5 (U/f )x0, b5 (UM2/f )b0, and p5 (UM2h/f )p0, where
M2 is an imposed external scale for the horizontal

buoyancy gradient. Time is nondimensionalized using

the stratified spinup time scale t5E21/2f21t0, where

E5 2n/(fH2)5 d2e /H
2 is the Ekman number (Greenspan

and Howard 1963). The relevant governing equations

are thus

E1/2›u
0

›t0
2 y0 52

›p0

›x0
1

E

2

›2u0

›z02
, (B1)

E1/2›y
0

›t0
1u0 5

E

2

›2y0

›z02
, (B2)

052
›p0

›z0
1 b0, and (B3)

E1/2›b
0

›t0
1 u0M02 5

E

2

›2b0

›z02
. (B4)

In the equations given aboveM02 5 ›b0/›x0, and we have

assumed n/k5 1. For simplicity we consider the case of

no surface wind stress and no surface buoyancy flux,

although these restrictions can be relaxed (as in Thomas

and Rhines 2002). Given these assumptions, the surface

boundary conditions are

›u0

›z0
5

›y0

›z0
5 0 at z0 5 0 , and (B5)

›b0

›z0
5 0 at z0 5 0. (B6)

Consistent with the discussion above, we will look for

solutions that decay away from the surface, excluding

the lower limb of the TTW circulation (Wenegrat and

McPhaden 2016).

In the interest of notational simplicity, we forgo

primes for the remainder of the appendix. Following

Thomas and Rhines (2002), the nondimensionalized

variables are expanded in terms of interior, ther-

mal, and Ekman layers (subscripts i, t, and e, re-

spectively) as

u5 u
i
(z, t)1 u

t
(j, t)1 u

e
(h, t) , (B7)

y5 y
i
(z, t)1 y

t
(j, t)1 y

e
(h, t) , and (B8)

b5 b
i
(z, t)1 b

t
(j, t)1 b

e
(h, t) , (B9)

where j5E21/4z and h5E21/2z. A perturbation expan-

sion is then performed in powers of the Ekman num-

ber, that is, X5�‘
n50E

n/4X(n).

a. Momentum equations

To leading order the interior velocity solutions are in

geostrophic balance,

y
(0)
i 5

›p

›x
, and (B10)

u
(0)
i 5 0 : (B11)
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In the thermal boundary layer,

E1/2›ut

›t
2 y

t
5E1/21

2

›2u
t

›j2
, and (B12)

E1/2›yt
›t

1 u
t
5E1/21

2

›2y
t

›j2
. (B13)

Thus, for this frontal zone configuration, ut 5 yt 5 0, as there

is no term available at any order to balance the Coriolis ac-

celeration. In the more general case, where horizontally

varying buoyancy anomalies develop in the thermal bound-

ary layer, an O(E1/4) velocity correction in thermal wind

balance can develop (Thomas and Rhines 2002).

In theEkman layer, the alongfrontmomentumbalance is

E1/2›ye
›t

1 u
e
5

1

2

›2y
e

›h2
. (B14)

Without a surface wind stress, the leading-order Ekman

layer solution is at O(E1/2), which can be seen from the

surface boundary condition [(B5)], such that

›y(2)e

›h
52

›y
(0)
i

›z
, at z5 0 , and (B15)

›u(2)e

›h
5 0 , at z5 0 : (B16)

The relevant solution for cross-front velocity is there-

fore the TTW solution (McWilliams et al. 2015)

u(2)e 52
1

2
M2eh[cos(h)2 sin(h)] . (B17)

Thus, to leading order, the frictional PV flux in the

Ekman layer is

JTTWFe
5E1/2u(2)e (0)M2 52

1

2
E1/2M4 . (B18)

The right-hand side is always negative; hence, there is

always a frictional injection of PV in the Ekman layer

as a result of the TTW flow. This injection will however

be partially compensated for by diabatic removal, as

shown below.

b. Buoyancy equations

The first interior buoyancy solution is a balance be-

tween the tendency of the O(E1/2) buoyancy with the

diffusion of the zeroth-order interior buoyancy, which

we assume is negligible. The buoyancy equation in the

Ekman layer is

E1/2›be

›t
1u

e
M2 5

1

2

›2b
e

›h2
. (B19)

The first nonzero solution for buoyancy in the Ekman

layer will therefore be at O(E1/2),

u(2)e M2 5
1

2

›2b(2)e

›h2
. (B20)

Thus, in the Ekman layer, the horizontal Ekman flux of

buoyancy is balanced by turbulent mixing of buoyancy,

which leads to a diabatic flux of PV. To leading order,

this PV flux can be written as

JTTWDe
5

1

2
E1/2M4 52JTTWFe

, (B21)

which exactly cancels the frictional PV injection in the

Ekman layer [(B18)].

This balance in the Ekman layer is however coupled

to the buoyancy equation in the thermal boundary layer

through the surface boundary condition, which can be

seen by vertically integrating (B20),

U
e
M2 5

1

2

›b(2)e

›h
j
z50

, (B22)

whereUe 5
Ð 0
2‘u

(2)
e dh. The cross-frontal TTWadvection

thus acts as an effective buoyancy flux, the geostrophic

Ekman buoyancy flux (Bachman and Taylor 2016),

EBF0
g 5E1/2U

e
M2 , (B23)

where we retain the prime to emphasize the nondimen-

sional form. The surface boundary condition on the

buoyancy equation [(B6)] can therefore be written as

›b
t

›j
522E21/4EBF0

g , j5 0, (B24)

where we have assumed for simplicity that there is no

surface buoyancy flux, and again that the interior strat-

ification is small.

The relevant buoyancy equation in the thermal

boundary layer [at O(E1/4)] is

›b
(1)
t

›t
5

1

2

›2b
(1)
t

›j2
. (B25)

The solution for bt, subject to the boundary condition

given by (B24), and an assumption of no initial buoyancy

anomaly, is given by

b
t
522E21/4EBF0

g

ffiffiffiffi
2t

p ð‘
2j/

ffiffiffi
2t

p erfc(s) ds , (B26)

where erfc(s) is the complementary error function

(Abramowitz and Stegun 1964). The vertical diabatic
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PV flux at the surface, for the thermal boundary layer,

is thus

JTTWDt
(j5 0)5E21/4EBF0

g

ffiffiffiffiffi
2

pt

r
, (B27)

and the total TTW PV flux can be written as

JTTWF 1 JTTWD 5 JTTWFe
1 JTTWDe

1 JTTWDt
’

EBF0
g

h(t0)
, (B28)

where h(t0)5E1/4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pt0/2

p
is the time-varying thermal

boundary layer depth and the primes are included to

emphasize the nondimensional form. The TTW PV flux

can therefore be conceptualized in terms of an effective

buoyancy flux that generates a positive surface buoy-

ancy tendency (›b/›tjz50 . 0) that decreases in time as

vertical mixing diffuses the buoyancy flux over an in-

creasingly deep layer (Fig. B1). Similar results are evi-

dent in the analysis of Young (1994).

The analysis stated above can easily be extended to a

layer of finite depth by adding no-flux boundary conditions

on momentum and buoyancy at z0 521. In this case

the lower limb of the TTW circulation also generates a

geostrophic Ekman buoyancy flux, such that (B24) gives

both the surface and lower boundary conditions, and so-

lutions to (B25) can be found using standard series

methods. In this idealized frontal zone configuration, the

negative buoyancy source from the lower limb of the TTW

circulation will exactly offset the positive buoyancy source

associated with the upper limb of the overturning circula-

tion, and equilibrium solutions are thus possible. In more

realistic configurations, where
Ð 0
2H

uTTW
e � =hb dz 6¼ 0, this

will not be the case. It is also worth noting that horizontal

mixing can also arrest TTW frontogenesis (McWilliams

et al. 2015), which in the context of PV dynamics can be

understood as a time-dependent process whereby the

frictional injection of PV is intensified through surface

frontogenesis but is ultimately offset by the growing dia-

batic contribution as the horizontal length scale shrinks.

However, regardless of the possible existence of equilib-

rium solutions, there will still be a cumulative source of PV

at the surface from the TTW circulation, as the equilibra-

tion process does not occur until turbulence has adjusted

the boundary layer vertically (horizontally) over a time

scale ty ;H2/k(th ;L2/kh), as shown in Fig. B1.

APPENDIX C

Configuration of the MITgcm

The most relevant aspects of the model configuration

are documented in section 3; however, in the interest of

reproducibility, further details of the model configura-

tion are documented here.

For all runs, horizontal mixing of momentum is pa-

rameterized using a biharmonic operator, with a

Smagorinsky coefficient of 3, and Leith and modified

Leith coefficients of 1 (as in Brannigan et al. 2015).

Horizontal diffusion of temperature is implemented

using a uniformbiharmonic diffusivity of kH 5 106 m4 s21.

The Prather advection scheme (Prather 1986), a second-

order moment scheme that has been shown to limit nu-

merical diffusion (Hill et al. 2012), is used for temperature

advection. These values were found by experimentation

to provide a good balance of not being overly diffusive

while still minimizing implicit numerical diffusion.

As noted above, the KPP scheme is used for vertical

mixing; however, it is worth documenting that in the pure

convective conditions considered here, we found it necessary

to ensure that the package configuration option for hori-

zontal smoothing of diffusivity/viscosity was disabled and

that vertical smoothing of the Richardson number was en-

abled. Without these choices, the strong Ekman restratifi-

cation at sharp fronts would occasionally lead to very thin

KPP boundary layer depths overlying unstable density pro-

files that could persist for long periods of time. A possible

FIG. B1. (top) Nondimensional surface PV flux and (bottom)

time-integrated cumulative surface PV flux, for the simplified model

discussed in appendix B, as a function of Ekman number (legend).

Analytical solutions for a semi-infinite domain [solid lines; (B28)]

and numerical solutions for a finite depth layer, including EBFg at

the base of the layer as a result of the lower limb of the TTW cir-

culation (dashed lines). In each case, as the diffusive boundary layer

deepens relative to the Ekman layer, the magnitude of the PV flux

decreases. However, the cumulative PV flux in the bottom panel is

always oriented downward, hence always of the sense to increase the

PV. The vertical diffusion time scale, ty ; (Ef )21, for each Ekman

number is indicated by the arrow markers in the bottom panel. All

quantities are nondimensionalized as in appendix B, with t0 5E1/2ft

giving the nondimensional Ekman spindown time scale.
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interpretation of this is that the horizontal smoothing of

turbulence properties across multiple grid cells is physically

inconsistent in the presence of sharp frontal features with

horizontal scales approaching the grid scale.

The model is initialized in a geostrophically balanced

double-front configuration, with the initial buoyancy

field given by

b
o
5

(
Db

o
Y(y)Z(z) , if z$2H

o

Db
o
Y(y)Z(z)1N2

INT(z1H
o
) , otherwise,

(C1)

where Dbo is the change in buoyancy across the front

such that Dbo/Lf 5M2
o, and

Y(y)5

0:5
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12 tanh

 
y

L
f

!
1 tanh

 
y2L
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, 0# y#L
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y2L

y
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2 tanh

 
y2L

y

L
f

!
2 1

#
, L

y
/2# y#L

y

and

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(C2)

Z(z)5 0:5

�
tanh

�
z1 1:5H

o

0:15H
o

�
1 1

�
. (C3)

To avoid spurious diabatic removal of PV as a result of

the bottom no-flux boundary condition, the bottom two

grid cells were set to have equal buoyancy. The nu-

merical values of all the parameters above are given in

Table 1. The growth rate of MLIs is dependent on the

initial horizontal buoyancy gradient (Boccaletti et al.

2007). Thus, to allow sufficient time for a well-developed

turbulence field to develop in each case, we run the

M2
o 5 (1f )2 runs for 60 days, the M2

o 5 (2f )2 runs for

45 days, and the remaining runs for 30 days.

The potential vorticity budgets were constructed off-

line, using time-averaged diagnostics output at 2-h time

steps. The nonconservative J vectors were constructed

using the built-in MITgcm diagnostics for the tempera-

ture [(4)] and momentum budgets [(5)]. The exception

to this being the advection terms in each budget, which

were reconstructed offline using velocity diagnostics

and a second-order accurate derivative operator. This

approach allows numerical diffusion and viscosity to be

approximated as the difference between the online and

offline advection diagnostic in each budget. These terms

are generally small, with some transient exceptions at

particularly sharp frontal features.

Practically, for evaluating the vertical PV fluxes in

gridded numerical models, it is necessary to evaluate the

vertical fluxes at a finite depth, z52Dz, where Dz will

depend on the vertical resolution. The impermeability

theorem can still be applied in this case, but it formally

requires adding the vertical advective flux of PV to the

right-hand side of (6). However, in a well-mixed bound-

ary layer, and at small Dz, both q and w are small; hence,

(6) remains an accurate approximation, as discussed in

appendix A. In the simulations of section 3, a minimum

boundary layer depth of 12m was set for KPP, ensuring

that at least four r points were in the boundary layer at all

times. This approach proved sufficiently accurate for

closing the PV budgets for the destabilizing surface

forcing we consider; however, simulations with shallower

boundary layers, or stabilizing forcing, might require

additional near-surface resolution.
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